Opioid receptor interactions and conformations of the 6 alpha and 6 beta epimers of oxymorphamine. Solid-state conformation of 6 alpha-oxymorphamine.
The affinities of the oxymorphamine epimers for mu and delta opioid receptors were determined in vitro. The 6 alpha and 6 beta epimers are potent mu-selective ligands with similar receptor-binding profiles. The relatively undramatic effect of C-6 chirality on receptor interactions is intriguing in view of the recently demonstrated profound influence of C-6 chirality on ring-C solution conformations (ring C is a chair conformer in the beta epimer but adopts a twist-boat conformation in the alpha epimer) and prompted the determination of the crystal structure of alpha-oxymorphamine. The crystal structure showed that ring C in this epimer also adopts a twist-boat conformation in the solid state. Molecular modeling of the oxymorphamines in the preferred ring-C conformations (alpha = boat, beta = chair) demonstrated that the 6-amino groups project to spatial loci significantly more proximal (0.35 A) than would be the case (2.2 A) if both epimers adopted chair conformations for ring C. Consequently, although the epimeric oxymorphamines differ in ring-C conformation, the principle potential heteroatomic binding sites in each epimer are oriented similarly, which may be partly responsible for the lack of dramatic differences in receptor binding profiles.